THE JENNY COLLECTION

With modern lines and classic curves, the Jenny Collection provides a warm welcome to clients and guests, while offering a quiet hideaway for solo work. Modular and reconfigurable, Jenny is customizable and designed to fit any space.
More and more workers choose lounge space to do work, which allows for focus and creativity. We seek that out because those spaces make us feel at home.

Jenny’s modularity makes it one of our most versatile seating options. Available with a range of arms, your just-right chair—or sectional—is just around the corner.

Available in several laminate options, the Jenny Coffee Table is a beautiful way to display magazines and company literature.

Personalize further through Jenny’s impressive selection of rich fabrics that can effortlessly fit your personal style or brand identity.

Re-engineered, lower feet make Jenny Low the perfect partner for Campfire Skate Table, allowing your work surface to effortlessly adjust to you.
**Leg Options**

- Black Plastic
- Solid Square Wood
- Solid Round Wood
- Brushed Aluminum

**Seating**

- Jenny
  - TS31401
- Jenny One Arm
  - TS31403 (right)
  - TS31404 (left)
- Jenny Two Arms
  - TS31402
- Jenny Corner
  - TS31406
- Jenny Club
  - TS31407
- Jenny Round
  - TS31409
- Jenny Club Low
  - TS31413
- Jenny Round Low
  - TS31412
- Jenny Wood Arms
  - TS31408
- Jenny Wood Arm
  - TS31438 (right)
  - TS31428 (left)
- Jenny Tablet Arm
  - TS31401T
- Jenny Ottoman
  - TS31405

**Tables**

- Jenny Coffee Table
  - TS31416L
- Jenny Coffee Table (low foot option)
  - TS31416L
- Jenny End Table
  - TS31415L
- Jenny End Table (low foot option)
  - TS31415L